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Adamera Minerals in the Media – Exploring for Gold in Low Risk USA
Vancouver, BC, June 3, 2015 - Adamera Minerals Corp (ADZ-TSX:V) was included in recent news
articles posted on Gold Investing News and the Financial Post. The articles look at how mining
companies are now re-focusing exploration in politically stable Canada and the US after many years of
excessive global expansion and exposure to unnecessary risks and large, unexpected losses.
Adamera’s management team has been very vocal in it’s opinion that exploration and mining companies
will be coming back to North America, specifically the USA, to explore in less-risky, highly prospective,
under-explored areas.
Mark Kolebaba, President and CEO of Adamera was quoted in a May 9th article in the Financial Post
which centres on Frank Giustra and Bill Clintons venture with Khan Resources into a volatile and
politically unstable country.
An excerpt from the Financial Post; ‘The Khan situation highlights the extreme risks junior resource
companies take when they venture into emerging and volatile markets, where business is not conducted in
the ways Westerners are familiar with…’
To read the article click here.
Adamera Minerals Corp was also mentioned in a recent article posted on Gold Investing News. To read
the full article click here.
An excerpt from the Gold Investing News article; ‘…Being a discovery-based industry, mining companies
often look for the next frontier for discovery. If reducing risk is a driver, companies will re-focus
investment funds in North America, especially the US, making the US the next discovery frontier… In this
risk adverse environment, Canada and the US are attractive for mining investment….Companies have
started to re-think their global expansion strategies because investors are demanding it. Having secure
land title, well-developed infrastructure, dependable mining law and political stability of US standard are
corner stones in the mining industry, not a luxury.…’
We will continue to release media stories on Adamera over the coming month. You can follow Adamera
on Twitter @ADZ_Adamera and Facebook.
Please call for updates or email to request a call. We will continue to work diligently for you our
shareholders and appreciate your continued support through these tough markets.

About Adamera
Adamera Minerals Corp. is exploring for high-grade gold deposits within hauling distance of the
operating Kettle River Mill in northeastern Washington State. The Company’s strategy is to fast-track the
discovery to production process by exploring close to a mill in need of ore. Adamera is exploring several

projects with a goal to become the dominant exploration company in the area and to be positioned for
M&A activity.
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